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California Wildfires

California wildfires: Complete coverage of recent fire seasons. California Fire Tracker This interactive map was developed in The San Francisco Chronicle newsroom and provides information on wildfires burning.

California, Bay Area opening mass vaccination sites Since then, California
has administered less than a third of the doses it has received from the federal government. In California, Phase 1a includes about 2.4 million health care workers and residents of

Editorial: Why California recycling is a dumpster fire
Editorial On California's Waste Policy What's wrong with recycling Chronicle
Editorial Board Back in 2012, the California Legislature
declared it the policy of the state that by 2020, at least 75% of the state's

California's population may be declining. California's demographers don't agree. The 2020 census will settle it again, but no matter how you slice it, California's 170 years of strong population growth have ended, and we may have joined other states

List: How each California
Among California's congressional delegation, both of the state's Democratic senators voted against the objections. Here is how each member of California's delegation to the House and Senate voted.

California ramps up security around state Capitol ahead of possible protest Gavin Newsom has
said he is prepared to call in the California National Guard if needed to maintain peace in Sacramento. The security teams for both houses of the Legislature said they have boosted safety.

California Democrats call effort to recall Gavin Newsom a 'coup' “We're doing what's allowed under the California state Constitution, that is, to recall a governor based upon his
failed policies," Economy said. How dare these people?"
"We are asking the public to join

California Republicans in battleground districts face no-win vote on impeachment. Capitol, California Republicans have shown signs that they're splitting on how to navigate a Trump-less future. Their dilemma is emblematic of the California Republican Party's
struggle to return to

California legislators will return to flurry of major pandemic response votes

Newsom says he wants to extend the law, but he hasn't said for how long. Legislators also aren't sure how long they want to extend the moratorium. His budget doesn't give specifics of how much would be spent where.

Here's how many
California Republicans voted to reject election results after violence. Seven California Republicans, including the party's House leader, voted to deny certification of election results from Arizona and Pennsylvania, states where Biden defeated President Trump in the November election.

Willie Brown: It's time for California to give the vaccine to anyone who needs it.
wants it '50s polio fight can serve as model for vaccinations
By Willie Brown In terms of sheer numbers, California wins the title as the most dangerous state in which to contract COVID-19. Here's how: Every community

Here's California's plan to speed up coronavirus vaccinations. By Catherine Ho California health officials are loosening the guidelines on who can get vaccinated
against the coronavirus now - potentially quickening the pace of vaccinations while also opening the door to
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